Ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) has been shown to be an effective technology for reducing the airborne bioburden in indoor environments and is already advocated as a potential infection control measure for healthcare settings. However, much of the understanding of UVGI performance is based on experimental studies or numerical simulation in mechanically ventilated environments. This study considers the application of an upper-room UVGI system in a naturally ventilated multi-bed hospital ward. A computational fluid dynamics model is used to simulate a Nightingale-type hospital ward with wind-driven cross-ventilation and three wall-mounted UVGI fixtures. A parametric study considering 50 different fixture configurations and three ventilation rates was carried out using a design of experiments approach. Each configuration was assessed by calculating the UV dose distribution over the ward and at each bed. Results show that dose is influenced by the location of the fixtures and the ventilation regime. Thermal effects are likely to be important at low ventilation rates and may reduce UV effectiveness. A metamodel-based numerical optimisation was applied at a ventilation rate of 6 air changes per hour. In this case, the optimum result is achieved when UVGI fixtures are mounted on the leeward wall at their lowest mounting height.
Introduction
The airborne transmission of pathogens including tuberculosis and influenza poses a significant threat to human health. 1, 2 This is a particular risk in healthcare settings such as hospital wards, where both infectious individuals and patients with weakened immune systems may be in close proximity; airborne transmission has been associated with a number of hospital outbreaks. [3] [4] [5] Conventionally, environmental control of airborne infection is accomplished through increasing ventilation rates to dilute and extract airborne pathogens and setting up ventilation systems to deliver appropriate pressure relationships between spaces. 6 However, there is increasing awareness of the relationship between ventilation rate and energy consumption; up to 44% of energy in UK hospitals is thought to be consumed by ventilation and space heating. 7 Studies have suggested that air cleaning technologies may offer the potential to reduce airborne infection risk without the energy costs associated with higher ventilation rates. 8, 9 One such strategy, upper-room ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) was developed for use in healthcare facilities long before antibiotics gained widespread use. 10, 11 These systems use ceiling or wall mounted lamps to produce an irradiance field which is limited to the upper air zone in the room, above the heads of occupants. Airborne microorganisms from the occupied zone can be transported to the upper-zone by ventilation flows and convention currents, passing the microorganisms through the UV field. Exposure of microorganisms to UV-C light at a wavelength close to 254 nm, damages the microorganism DNA; at a sufficient dose this can be lethal, effectively killing the microorganism. 12 Several experimental studies have verified the disinfection performance of UVGI for a range of microorganisms in various settings, [13] [14] [15] [16] and a recent study conducted in clinical setting demonstrated a 70% reduction in tuberculosis (TB) transmission risk following the installation of an upper-room UVGI system. 17 One of the major difficulties of implementing upperroom UVGI systems is that the disinfection performance relies on the room airflow patterns which are responsible for transporting the microorganisms through the UV field. It therefore follows that the position of the UVGI fixtures and their interaction with the room ventilation is the dominant factor for maximising disinfection. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling has been shown in recent years to be a valuable tool for understanding the interaction between airflows and upper-room UVGI devices. Studies have simulated microorganism inactivation through scalar transport 16, [18] [19] [20] and particle-tracking 21 methods as well as considering the UV dose delivered by upperroom devices. 22, 23 Studies have also shown relationships with a ventilation system [19] [20] [21] [22] potential to reduce cross-infection between patients 18 and the benefits of utilising a mixing fan in conjunction with UV lamps. 15, 24 While these studies all yield insight into the factors influencing performance of UV systems, they simulate relatively small rooms which are mechanically ventilated. Upper-room UVGI systems are often implemented in naturally ventilated environments, where the interactions between the UV field and the airflow patterns are largely unknown. The aim of this investigation is to simulate an upper-room UVGI system within a multi-bed naturally ventilated hospital ward and investigate how combining CFD analysis with numerical optimisation tools can aid the design of such a system. The study focuses on a Nightingalestyle ward with wind-driven cross-ventilation supplied via opening windows. 25 A CFD approach is used to simulate the wind-driven airflow patterns and to predict the UV dose arising from the placement of upper-room devices. The study also considers how a design of experiment (DoE) technique can be used to efficiently conduct a parametric study considering device placement and ventilation rate, and how metamodel-based numerical optimisation methodology can be applied to evaluate the most suitable design option. Results are also presented to illustrate the potential impact of heat sources on the mixing and hence UV effectiveness under different ventilation conditions.
Methodology
Geometry, mesh and boundary conditions Figure 1 shows the geometry of the hospital ward used in the study which was generated using Gambit (version 2.4). The ward measures 7.2 m wide, 3.4 m high and 10.5 m long (including a small corridor extension) leading to a volume of 200 m 3 . The model is based on a section of real ward at St. Lukes Hospital in Bradford, UK. 25 The modelled ward contains six simplified beds, three per side wall and ventilation is supplied via four open casement-type windows each supplying air at an inlet angle of 75 with respect to the horizontal axis. Cross-ventilation is assumed with fresh air entering the four windward openings using velocity inlet boundary conditions before exiting through the four matching leeward openings which are defined as pressure outlets. This was selected over outflow condition as it enabled more stable convergence and the value of À5 Pa ( Table 1 ) was based on measured data. 25 The flow direction through each 0.8 m Â 0.2 m inlet matches the angle of the windows; this behaviour was verified during an experimental study 25 and is shown in Figure 6 . Simulations were carried out for three ventilation rates of 2, 6 and 12 air changes per hour (ACH) by applying corresponding velocity inlet conditions of 0.146 m/s, 0.438 m/s and 0.876 m/s, respectively. These rates were selected to explore a range of realistic ventilation conditions that could be achievable in naturally ventilated wards. UK hospital design guidance recommends 6 ACH for ward areas, 6 and by selecting substantially lower and higher rates, the influence of ventilation can be evaluated. Our experimental measurements reported in Gilkeson et al. 25 show rates between 3.4 and 6.5 ACH with three windows per side open, depending on external wind conditions. Other studies in large naturally ventilated wards have shown higher rates over 12 ACH. 26, 27 Turbulence intensity was based on a best estimate from anemometry measurements. 25 The simulation parameters and boundary conditions used in the study are summarised in Table 1. A recent computational study on a very similar geometry showed that grid independent solutions for the airflow patterns could be obtained using structured hexahedral cell sizes of 0.035 m with span-wise grid stretching and local refinement around the window openings. 28 The results from this study showed that the discretisation error in the velocity magnitude varied between 0.38% and 3.40%, with the higher errors on the windward side of the ward. These errors were determined using the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) which accounts for changes in solution values, the order of discretisation used and the local grid spacing. 29 To further minimise discretisation error, the present study employs an even smaller local grid spacing of 0.025 m which leads to a global cell count of 9.4 million.
Airflow simulation
Initial simulations used in the optimisation study were all steady-state and isothermal and conducted using Fluent (Version 13.0Sp2). Further steady-state simulations were conducted at 2 and 12 ACH with heat sources on patient beds to explore the potential influence of thermal plumes. Double-precision real number representation was employed in conjunction with second order discretisation for all governing flow equations (i.e. mass, momentum and turbulence). Turbulence was simulated using the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) which accounts for anisotropic turbulent structures in contrast to simpler Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)-based models. 30 Previous studies have shown that the RSM model yields similar flow structures to the RANS k-e model for UV simulation 25 and better prediction of bioaerosol dispersion 31 in a mechanically ventilated room. Standard wall functions were employed giving solutions with average and maximum wall y + values of 15 and 38, respectively, for the 6 ACH case. However, the focus of the study is on the bulk airflow and the flow in near-wall regions is far less important.
UVGI modelling
UVGI performance depends on the irradiance field generated by UV lamps (E, W/m 2 ), the duration of exposure of a microorganism to the field (t, s) and the susceptibility of the microorganism to UV-C irradiance. The irradiance and exposure time are determined by the system design and airflow patterns. The product of these two variables defines the UV dose, D (J/m 2 ) received by airborne microorganisms, namely:
where x is the position at time, t. The parameter D is cumulative and depends on the 3D UV field present within the space as well as the path taken by a given microorganism. For a known pathogen, the dose received by a microorganism can be used, together with the microorganism susceptibility, 12 to calculate the expected microorganism survival fraction, and hence the reduction in airborne concentrations. For many hospital environments the actual pathogens present are unknown, so the dose is a good parameter to represent the effectiveness of a UVGI system without requiring knowledge of microorganism species.
The influence of the UVGI system is modelled here by evaluating the UV dose received by the air supplied to the ward, following the approach in Noakes et al. 22 While this method does not yield the same value of dose that would be delivered to a pathogen released by a patient, 23 it is an approach that enables comparison of design scenarios when the infectious source location is not known. The method is implemented by treating the UV dose as a cumulative parameter; as air containing microorganisms passes through the UV field the dose received accumulates depending on the residence time and the irradiance. Considering equation (1) , the rate of increase of dose in the UV field is given by:
Within the CFD model, the accumulation of UV dose is modelled using a non-diffusive passive scalar with equation (2) implemented as a source term. For a steady-state scenario this yields
where the first term represents the distribution of dose by the velocity vector field, U and the second term is the user defined source term. D is set to zero on the air inlet boundaries and accumulates with time depending on the local value of irradiance and the velocity field. The approach is comparable to calculating the age of air or residence time where a non-diffusive scalar can be used to calculate the age of a fluid using a source term of 1.0 s/s throughout a domain. 32 The UV field was based on that emitted from commercially available Lumalier WM236 wall-mounted UVGI units (Lumalier Corporation, Memphis, TN). It was assumed that there were three units in the ward each one located on either the windward or leeward wall of the ward, depending on the ward zone number. Each 0.92 m wide UV unit has a series of stacked louvers that produce a 0.075 m high collimated UV field. A previous investigation 19 included detailed radiometry measurements of the 3D irradiance field produced by this particular fixture. This field was then used in conjunction with CFD simulations of airflow in a small mechanically-ventilated room to predict the dose distribution using equation (3) . Although the actual irradiance field was shown to vary in three dimensions with peak intensity occurring at the mid height of the collimated UV beam, previous simulations show that the device effectiveness can be accurately simulated using an equivalent 2D field (i.e. constant in the vertical direction). 19 The 2D field is significantly easier to apply in a CFD model as the 3D field requires much greater vertical grid refinement in the vicinity of the lamps. For this reason the 2D field is employed throughout this investigation, with the planar UV field for each device stored as a fixed-value data set in the location of interest.
In order to model the effect of a UV device in multiple different locations, only the UV field was simulated and the physical device geometry was excluded from the model. This meant that multiple simulations could be run on the same mesh by simply redefining the UV field in a different location. To facilitate defining the UV field, the upper air region of the ward geometry was separated into single layers of cells, each 0.025 m thick. For a particular device position, the resulting field was stored in three vertically-stacked layers of cells giving a total band thickness of 0.075 m. Above and below this band the UV field is assumed to be zero. This is shown in Figure 2 shows the resulting irradiance field in the horizontal plane with three co-planar fixtures active and located on the same wall. Taking the geometry of the space into consideration, it is logical to position each of the three devices above a bed and in between windows so that there is one fixture per zone, as shown in Figure 2 (c). It is assumed that each fixture can be located at a minimum height from the floor of 2.185 m up to a maximum of 2.810 m in steps of 0.025 m, giving 25 possible vertical positions. The minimum vertical location is based on the manufacturer recommended minimum mounting height for safety. Furthermore, each device can be located on either the windward or the leeward wall, extending the number of possible locations to 50 for each fixture. This can be controlled conveniently within the simulations using a single, normalised, location parameter, d i , for the ith zone. For 0.0 d i < 0.5 the fixture is mounted within the prescribed height range on the leeward wall, and for 0.5 d i 1.0, the fixtures are located on the windward wall, as shown in Figure 2 (d).
Design of experiments
As described above, the location of the three UV units is described through non-dimensional design parameters (d 1 , d 2 and d 3 ) and each one has 50 possible values. This results in a total of 125,000 (50 3 ) potential combinations of the three UV fixtures. To conduct so many simulations would be prohibitive and so, for a given simulation budget, a DoE can be used to select suitable combinations of design parameters. To do this, an optimal latin hypercube (OLH) DoE 33 consisting of 50 points was chosen to evenly sample the design parameter space as shown in Figure 3 . Here, each point represents a unique combination of UV fixtures within the ward. To ensure an even spread of points within the design space, the Audze-Eglais potential energy optimality criterion is employed. 34 
Solution and convergence
The simulations were run in parallel using a 64 core cluster consisting of 8 nodes each with 2x dual-quad core 2.26 GHz Nahalem processors and 24 Gb of SDD RAM. Converged airflow simulations at the three ventilation rates were first obtained before modelling the effect of the UV devices. The extra transport equations required by the RSM turbulence model initially led to convergence difficulties in the form of low-frequency oscillations. To remedy this, the solution was relaxed and the pressure-based solver (segregated) used for a total of 25,000 iterations which significantly dampened the oscillations. This solution was subsequently used to initialise the second phase (also 25,000 iterations) which required the density-based (coupled) solver, again in conjunction with lower under-relaxation factors. The strategy led to clear convergence in the form of flat residual levels of around 1 Â 10 À5 for continuity and the turbulence equations and 1 Â 10 À8 for the momentum equation. Dose simulations were then run for each of the 50 sample points (per ventilation rate) by solving the scalar transport equation (3) on the converged flow field. Scalar solution convergence was attained in approximately 200 iterations. Results from the simulations are presented throughout in terms of two parameters. D W is the volume-averaged UV dose over the whole ward and is used as a single parameter to characterise the effectiveness of the UV devices over the whole space. D BED is the average UV dose calculated in a 0.75 Â 0.70 Â 2.4 m air volume directly above each bed, and was selected as a parameter representative of the patient breathing zone.
Numerical optimisation
To demonstrate the potential of numerical optimisation, a problem was formulated as a means of determining the best combination of UV fixture locations for this particular Nightingale ward layout, for the 6 ACH results only. Recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of optimising indoor ventilation systems using numerical models 35, 36 however, to the authors' knowledge, optimisation of the operation of passive UVGI systems has never been done before. Many different forms of numerical optimisation exist but metamodel-based techniques offer many benefits from an engineering stance. 36, 37 As well as identifying the optimum design for a given system, metamodels also provide engineering insight because they typically require many data points by assessing multiple design variations. In the present study, a moving least squares (MLS) 38, 39 metamodelling approach is adopted because it allows for numerical noise which is prevalent in CFD responses. 37, 40, 41 The MLS approach requires CFD solutions (known as response values) for a range of designs so that an approximation can be built (the metamodel, also known as the response surface) and the best design found by searching the metamodel using formal numerical optimisation methods. The MLS differs from most commonly applied metamodelling techniques because it is based on approximations which allows for errors in the responses. 37 Other popular techniques such as kriging 42 utilise interpolations which go through the CFD responses and can be prone to 'over-fitting' and other undesirable behaviour. 37 In the present study, a Gaussian weight decay function, w i, is employed in conjunction with a closeness of fit parameter, , which is given by the following relation:
where r i is the Eclidean distance of the metamodel prediction location from the ith point (i.e. each CFD response value). The metamodel can then be tuned using to give the best metamodel for the given application. This method has been verified in other engineering studies 36, 37 and it is suitable for the present investigation. The purpose of the overall optimisation strategy (shown in Figure 4 ) is to identify UVGI fixture configurations which maximises the UV dose in (i) the whole ward (D W ) and (ii) in the vicinity of each bed, D BED . Both D W and D BED are therefore the objective functions which are to be optimised, namely:
max DðdÞ ð 5Þ where D is the dose quantity (i.e. D W or D BED depending on the objective function being optimised) and the vector d denotes design variables d 1 , d 2 and d 3 which are the UVGI fixture location parameters defined in the earlier section. Note that the convention in numerical optimisation is to minimise objective functions and so the criteria used was to minimise the reciprocal of D W and D BED , respectively, however, for clarity maximising dose represented by equation (5) and this is the terminology used for the remainder of this paper. Having defined the optimisation problem, the strategy shown below summarises the approach which consists of the aforementioned DoE, the CFD responses, the MLS metamodel and the numerical optimisation methodology. These are summarised in the following list and 
Results
Airflow distribution Figure 5 reveals the airflow structure produced by the cross-ventilation regime at 6 ACH. Figure 5 (a) shows the incoming air enters the ward through the inlet windows and ceiling-level entrainment is evident. A proportion of the air passes straight across the ward and exits through the leeward windows while the remainder is forced downwards and turned back on itself before exiting, which serves to mix the airflow in the centre of the ward. Figure 5 (b) shows contours of the velocity magnitude in a span-wise plane and another in the horizontal plane immediately below the top of the beds. As expected the air velocity in the lower region of the ward is slower because the casement style windows direct the incoming fresh air toward the ceiling (note the relatively high velocity jet projected at the ceiling). As the flow migrates across the ward, the high velocity air currents entrained on the ceiling reduce from 0.4 m/s to below 0.1 m/s before reaching the leeward side of the building. While quantitative comparison was not available, this airflow pattern concurs with that seen experimentally using a smoke tracer in an unoccupied Nightingale ward. 25 This flow visualisation is shown in Figure 6 which illustrates the flow structure near opposing inlet and outlet windows. The inlet flow follows the angle of the casement-style window opening ( Figure 6 of beds C to D (see Figure 2 (b)). Note that the prevailing wind direction is effectively from left to right as the windward window begins at x ¼ 0 with the leeward window at x ¼ 7.2 m. The lowest profile (y ¼ 1.0 m) shows that the velocity magnitude of the airflow, U, is small above the windward bed (bed D) whereas the opposing leeward bed (bed C) experiences a far greater velocity. This is because the angle of entry of the incoming air is directed toward the ceiling (i.e. away from bed D) where the flow entrains before crossing to the leeward side of the ward before flowing down towards bed C. The resulting recirculation pattern effectively supplies the leeward bed with the greater air velocities. This flow pattern is indicated by the elevated air velocities being skewed toward the leeward side of the ward for the highest profile (y ¼ 2.0 m) both in terms of the velocity magnitude (Figure 7(a) ) and the span-wise velocity, U X (Figure 7(b) ). The recirculation is particularly evident from the span-wise air velocities where the highest profile has a largely windward direction, whereas the lower profiles (y ¼ 1.0 m and 1.5 m) are dominated by leeward airflow currents as the flow has turned back on itself, see Figure 7 (b). Figure 7 (c) shows a comparison of the span-wise velocity normalised in terms of the inlet velocity magnitude, U IN , for all three ventilation rates (i.e. 2, 6 and 12 ACH) at the intermediate height of y ¼ 1.5 m. This shows that all three flow patterns are fundamentally very similar and this was observed at the other two heights (though not shown here). Figure 8 shows contour plots of the dose (J/m 2 ) in the vertical direction for a ventilation rate of 6 ACH, whereby fixtures in zones 1 and 2 are mounted on the leeward wall with the zone 3 fixture located on the windward wall. As expected, the dose increases immediately in front of each fixture where the UV irradiance is highest; this effect is most noticeable in front of the zone 3 fixture mounted on the windward wall. For the fixtures to be effective however, the dose must be distributed throughout the room as this indicates that air passing through the UV field has been disinfected to some extent and is re-entering the occupied space with lower infection potential. Both leeward fixtures (zones 1 and 2) are effective at increasing the dose in the lower patient level, which occurs by virtue of the greater mixing present. The incoming fresh air passes through the high-intensity UV field and returns back towards the windward side. For the windward mounted fixture the dose level is higher in its immediate vicinity (red region), however some of this air exits the ward without further mixing and a lower dose is evident in the patient zone, particularly on the leeward side of the ward.
Dose distribution
To assess the performance of the UVGI fixtures within the ward, results from the 50 combinations (per ventilation rate) are compared against each other. As discussed, two parameters are of interest. Firstly the volume-averaged ward dose, D W , considers how the dose varies as a function of the location parameter per fixture (i.e. d 1 , d 2 and d 3 ) at a whole ward level. Secondly, D BED , represents the average dose at bed level over the whole ward and is used to consider the impact of the fixtures at the patient locations. Figure 9 considers the ward and bed-average dose at a ventilation rate of 6 ACH. Each point represents a particular set of fixture combinations and the same data are presented in three separate plots to explore the influence of each fixture location. In all cases the three UV devices are treated as a system to treat the whole ward and the focus is on influence of positioning on the system level performance; as dose is a parameter that is transported by the airflow it cannot be assumed that the dose in a particular zone is only influenced by the lamp in that zone. The three fixtures lead to a ward level dose in the range D W ¼ 1.04 J/m 2 to D W ¼ 1.63 J/m 2 , while bed level dose is more variable with a range D BED ¼ 0.97 J/m 2 to D BED ¼ 1.93 J/m 2 . While there is a good deal of scatter in the data, the results do suggest that some fixture positions lead to better results than others. For the leeward fixture positions (0.0 d i < 0.5), the dose is generally higher when the fixture is mounted at the lower end of the prescribed height range (i.e. d i is close to 0.0). This trend is particularly noticeable in zone 2 where the dose decreases with increasing fixture height; at the ward and bed level the lowest doses occur with the zone 2 leeward fixture mounted high, see Figure 9 (c). For the windward fixtures (0.5 d i 1.0) there is no clear relationship with fixture location and significant scatter in the data is evident in these cases, Figures 9(b) , (d) and (f). Figure 10 shows bed-level dose values only, for the three fixture zones at ventilation rates of 2 and 12 ACH. As expected, dose values at 2 ACH are higher (2.35 J/m 2 < D BED < 6.13 J/m 2 ) than those seen at 6 ACH, while dose values at 12 ACH are lower (0.47 J/ m 2 < D BED < 0.99 J/m 2 ). In both cases, there is a noticeable dependence on the location of the central fixture position, d 2 , which is extremely prominent in the results at 2 ACH, see Figure 10 (c). Here the dose values seen with the central fixture located in a leeward position are substantially lower with a marked decrease with increasing height compared to location on the windward side of the ward. This trend highlights the importance of the position of the central fixture which is apparent at all three air change rates and suggests that this fixture may be the most sensitive to airflow patterns within the ward.
Variability in dose distribution is also considered in Figure 11 , which indicates how the average dose varies at each bed depending on the UV fixture combination from the 50 studied. In each case, the results are plotted as the mean dose at each bed for all simulations with the error bars representing one standard deviation. As seen in Figures 9 and 10 , the results in Figure 11 also demonstrate the greater variability in simulated dose at the lower ventilation rate of 2 ACH, where ward-air mixing is less prevalent. It is also noticeable that the bed experiencing both the highest average dose and the greatest range is that located centrally on the windward side of the ward (bed D) in fixture zone 2.
Optimisation results
While the results in Figures 9 and 10 ventilation rates, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about the best combination of fixture locations. In order to explore this further, the numerical optimisation strategy discussed in 'Numerical optimisation' section was applied to the data set at 6 ACH, using the commercial optimisation package Hyperstudy (version 11). Initial metamodels of (i) the ward dose, D W , and (ii) the bed-average dose, D BED were constructed using the data from each of the 50 UVGI fixture combinations. Global optimisation on the metamodels was done using a GA followed by local optimisation via the SQP technique, the latter ensuring that the optimum had been located by the GA on the metamodel. A candidate for maximum dose was identified for each metamodel and the corresponding UVGI fixture layouts assessed with new CFD simulations. Metamodel rebuilding with the additional CFD responses for dose did not yield an optimum result in the first iteration. The process was repeated (as per steps 3 and 4 in 'Numerical optimisation' section) until optimum results were found for both objective functions (i.e. D W and D BED ). In total this required a further 12 CFD simulations and the results are shown in Figure 12 . It should be noted that 50 initial designs were used via the DoE to train the initial metamodel prior to optimisation. This number is a practical balance between having sufficient data without requiring a prohibitively large number of simulations. Given that there are three design variables, d, the total number of initial simulations run was 16.7 d which corresponds to another recent design optimisation study. 37 This number is significantly more than the general recommendation of 10 d suggested by Loeppky et al. 43 In terms of ward dose the optimum lamp configuration (max D W ) offered an improvement of 5.3% compared to the best design from the initial population of 50 fixture configurations. For optimum bed dose (max D BED ) the corresponding improvement was 20.8% which illustrates the potential of numerical optimisation in this context. Note that all results shown in Figure 10 are from actual CFD solutions, i.e. optimisation predictions are validated. Both optimum designs exist in corner points of the design space with the only parameter distinguishing them being the position of the central fixture which is governed by d 2 , see Table 2 .
This result shows that the best lamp configuration for maximising the bed-average dose is to have all three fixtures mounted at the lowest permissible height of 2.185 m on the leeward wall. Referring back to Figure 8 , the zone 1 fixture is also located at this height in the leeward wall and the increase in dose in the lower extremities of the ward is evident. Clearly this mounting position combined with the natural ventilation regime within this particular ward leads to the best disinfection potential. In order to maximise the dose in the ward as a whole, the only difference is to have the central fixture mounted on the windward wall but again the height should be at the minimum permissible level (as above) to ensure close interaction with the patients. This underlines the earlier observation that the central fixture is extremely sensitive to the dose levels observed in the ward. Based on the results presented in Table 2 , the overall optimum for design purposes, under this flow regime, would be to mount all three fixtures on the leeward wall, 2.185 m above the ground. Such a configuration gives the largest overall bed-average dose and the corresponding ward dose is only 0.56% less than that for the maximum ward-level dose fixture configuration.
Thermal effects
While the results above illustrate that the UV dose and airflow interaction can be modelled and an optimisation approach applied, the airflows are based on a previous experimental scenario and do not include heat sources. To gain an initial understanding of the influence of heat sources on the flow, additional simulations were conducted at 2 and 12 ACH with a constant temperature of 35 C applied on the surface of each of the patient beds to represent the patient heat load. Simulations were conducted for the optimum configuration determined, i.e. all UV fixtures on the leeward wall at the minimum permissible level. Figure 13 shows the influence of the heat sources on the dose distribution at 2 ACH. It can be seen that the thermal plumes change the flow pattern, creating two contrarotating recirculation zones (see Figure 13 (b)) and reducing the effectiveness of the cross-ventilation flow which is evident in the isothermal case (Figure 13(a) ). At 12 ACH the influence is less apparent; cross-ventilation still dominates the flow, although the addition of heat sources acts to increase the concentration of UV dose at the centre of the room. As shown in Table 3 the overall impact of heat sources on ward level dose is small at 12 ACH with a reduction of only 0.7%, but significant at 2 ACH, with predicted dose substantially lower showing a 36.6% reduction. An important point to note is that these results are specifically for the optimum configuration found previously, however, this may change with ventilation rate and the degree of additional heat load.
Discussion
Overall, the results show that the dose experienced in the ward is sensitive to both the UV fixture configuration and the ventilation rate and that the modelling approach allows this interaction to be evaluated. The results also show that heat sources may be an important factor in the air distribution, particularly at low ventilation rates. In modelling UV systems and applying to a real setting a number of aspects are important, which are discussed below.
Modelling considerations
The results presented here indicate that by modelling the interactions between a cross-ventilation flow and a UVGI system it is possible to gain an insight into how such devices are likely to perform in naturally ventilated environments. However, the findings are based on a CFD modelling approach which is a simplification of reality and does have limitations. Full validation of the model was not possible. While comparison of actual UVGI performance with CFD models is possible for laboratory rigs 16 and small mechanically ventilated bioaerosol chambers, 20 microorganisms cannot be released safely in a real environment to measure performance. However some validation of aspects of the model was carried out. Experimental data were used in defining the UV field 19 to ensure that this was a realistic representation of the fixtures. The isothermal airflow simulations were set up to replicate the conditions in experimental assessments of airflows in a real but disused hospital ward. 25 Smoke tracer confirmed that windows acted as inlets and outlets under normal wind conditions and that air inlet followed the window angle. 25 This together with measurements of the ventilation rates were used to inform the airflow boundary conditions. 28 The model does have limitations with respect to thermal conditions and transient behaviour.
As the experiments did not include the thermal sources present due to people and equipment in real hospital wards, isothermal conditions were assumed in the initial model and the resulting simulated airflow patterns are qualitatively similar to those observed in smoke tracer experiments conducted in the real ward, 25 giving confidence in the airflow model. Addition of heat sources in the later simulations illustrate that thermal effects will have an influence in reality and they are likely to alter flow patterns particularly at low ventilation rates, where upward velocities due to heat sources are comparable to those induced by wind conditions. The findings suggest that these thermal plumes may reduce the mixing in the ward and hence the UV effectiveness; in such cases the addition of mixing fans as recommended by Zhu et al. 24 may be beneficial. In a real scenario there will also be some heat generation due to the UV devices, which will also have an impact on the flow. However, this is likely to be small compared to the thermal effects of people and heating systems. The simulations are based on Lumalier fixtures with a manufacturer stated electrical power consumption of 72 W and a UV output of 24 W. The difference between these two values (48 W) will be emitted as heat and visible light, and as such the heat generation is comparable to many conventional visible light fixtures. Similarly movement of people in a real environment will also alter the flow patterns. Simulating this realistically in a CFD study presents a significant challenge, however it is possible that movement will lead to increased air mixing in the ward, which has been shown to be beneficial for the performance of upperroom UV. 24 The results also only apply to steady-state cross-ventilation wind conditions. In naturally ventilated spaces, the flow patterns seen in reality are driven by the fluctuating external conditions and can be very different from one moment to the next. In addition to the airflow modelling, the study demonstrates that numerical optimisation can be used to determine the best UVGI fixture combination. As the fixture parameter design space is three dimensional (Figure 3 ) it is not possible to view how these influence the objective functions in one single plot. Figures 9 to 11 were useful in identifying trends, however, the use of metamodels was essential in determining optimum fixture combinations. Both objective functions were optimised with an additional 12 UVGI fixture assessments required to achieve this. The results are perfectly logical which demonstrates that the metamodel-based optimisation employed successfully captured the flow physics; this is a direct result of the initial population of 50 UVGI fixture assessments which effectively trained the metamodel. Although the optimum results are logical and sensible, this was not apparent from the outset and this highlights the potential for numerical optimisation to aid hospital ward design.
Infection control implications
The CFD study carried out here focused on modelling the dose distribution, a parameter that depends on physical attributes (the UV field and the airflow patterns) but has no dependence on any infectious agents present. The dose required to inactivate a given microorganism depends on its susceptibility, which in turn depends on species, strain and environmental factors such the temperature and humidity. 14, 15 The relationship between airborne microorganism concentration, C(t) and UV dose can be represented using an appropriate decay model. In many cases, a first-order decay is a suitable approximation and is given by:
Here C o represents the initial microorganism concentration and the term k (m 2 /J) represents the microorganism susceptibility constant. 12 Microorganism susceptibilities are determined experimentally, and published values can vary substantially, which may be due to the experimental conditions or the particular strain of microorganism used. However, such values are necessary to determine the potential risk reduction that may be achieved through installation of UVGI devices.
In order to evaluate the potential benefits that may be achieved through the system considered in this study both dose and inactivation are considered in a comparable mixing ventilation model. Such ventilation models have been applied to evaluating upper-room UV performance in a laboratory setting. 15, 44 The model is derived by assuming a room volume of 200 m 3 , a ceiling height of 3.5 m and treating the upper 1 m of the room as a UV zone. Dose can be determined from equation (1) with the irradiance, E, taken as an average value over the upper-zone of the room and the residence time of the air in the UV zone calculated from V uv /Q, where V uv is the volume of the upper-zone and Q is the room ventilation rate (m 3 /s). The upper-zone irradiance was calculated from the plane average irradiance from the CFD model with all three devices located on the same plane, E p ¼ 0.12 W/m 2 ; this in turn is derived from experimental measurements. 19 For a given constant generation rate of infectious particles, q (cfu/s), the resulting steady-state airborne concentration, C (cfu/m 3 ), can be calculated by considering the removal due to UV disinfection and the removal due to ventilation dilution 15 as:
The microorganism susceptibility constant was assumed as k ¼ 0.4 m 2 /J, a value representative of TB (NIOSH 45 indicate susceptibilities in the range 0.23-0.55 m 2 /J). Table 4 presents the dose calculated by this mixing model alongside the average ward level dose based on all the CFD simulations. It can be seen that the average dose from the mixing model is slightly higher than the CFD average, but is a comparable value. This is as expected as the mixing model assumes ideal conditions that are not present in the CFD simulation. Table 4 also shows the percentage reduction in airborne microorganisms that may be expected due to the UV devices alone for each air change rate, and the total reduction due to ventilation alone and UV and ventilation combined with respect to the expected concentration at 2 ACH without a UVGI system. As expected, the relative efficacy of the UV system depends on the ventilation rate with an expected reduction due to UV of around 65% at 2 ACH reducing to 23% at 12 ACH. However, in considering system performance it is the total risk reduction due to the combined effect of UV and ventilation that is significant. While the reduction in risk at 6 and 12 ACH is dominated by the ventilation flow, the installation of a UV system at 2 ACH results in a total reduction only marginally below what could be expected by ventilation alone at 6 ACH.
Design issues
The study presented here considered installation of three wall mounted devices in a relatively large space. The model was constrained by practical aspects to some extent in that we identified six realistic wall locations where fixtures could be mounted. Although the results indicate that the best configurations tend to be achieved with the fixtures mounted at the lowest mounting height, the practical and safety aspects to this would have to be considered in any design; the irradiance field produced by UVGI fixtures is harmful to the occupants if they are directly exposed. Manufacturers generally recommend minimum mounting heights of at least 2 m to overcome safety issues and hence in reality fixtures may have to be mounted higher to overcome any risks. The results also focused on two parameters, the overall average dose D W and the dose in patient zones D BED . While the results were largely consistent between these two parameters suggesting they are representative of effectiveness, there are other parameters that may be of more relevance in some cases. For example, if a UV installation is designed to protect healthcare workers from patients with respiratory infections basing design decisions on the maximum dose at healthcare worker breathing height may be a more appropriate measure.
The results presented will of course depend on the particular pathogen concerned and other factors such as the location of the source and susceptible patients, however they do suggest that upper-room UV could be beneficial in naturally ventilated wards. In particular there could be good benefits from operating a UVGI system when the conditions are such that the wind-driven ventilation rate is low, providing there is a sufficient level of mixing in the ward. It is also worth commenting that the installed planar UV field in this model (around 0.12 W/m 2 ) is below that recommended by NIOSH 45 who suggest a plane average irradiance of 0.3-0.5 W/m 2 . Increasing the fixture output to achieve this level would further increase any benefits; this could be achieved through installing extra fixtures or fixtures with a higher output.
Installation of a UVGI system may also be an energy efficient solution to improving infection control, particularly in climates where increased ventilation may lead to high heat losses or gains. As shown in Table 2 , at low ventilation rates installation of a UV system may be able to produce an improvement in microbial air quality comparable to doubling or tripling the ventilation rate. Energy data on UV systems are limited, but a small number of studies have carried out calculations to explore benefits. Ko et al. 8 consider the effectiveness of UV against TB transmission in a waiting room and calculate that UV may be less expensive than increased ventilation by between 3 and 13 times. 46 We recently conducted a modelling study 9 that suggested that installation of UV can achieve reductions in airborne risk comparable to or better than increasing the ventilation rate from 3 to 6 ACH at 11-55% of the energy cost, depending on the scenario. These studies suggest that the energy requirement may well be considerably lower than increasing ventilation rates.
Conclusions
A numerical study of natural cross-ventilation applied to a six-bed Nightingale ward was conducted. A series of simulations were carried out to investigate how the placement of upper-room UV disinfection fixtures influences the air disinfection potential. Results show that both the fixture height and choice of wall to mount each one have a marked effect on the performance under isothermal conditions. While all installations will be beneficial, mounting the fixtures at low levels on the leeward side of the ward appears to yield the best coverage as it allows for close interaction between patients and disinfected air currents which emanate from the front of the UVGI fixtures. However, the results are specific to the ward layout and the ventilation rate and regime studied. In particular, initial simulations carried out with patient heat sources included indicate that thermal effects may be significant at low ventilation rates, reducing mixing and hence UV effectiveness. This influence will be case specific, depending on the ventilation flow and location of heat sources in a particular environment. Application of the numerical optimisation approach at 6 ACH is successful and demonstrates how this approach can be used for selection of the best design location for the UV devices. Work is ongoing to apply numerical optimisation to a range of ventilation rates to identify optimum design configurations which are effective across a range of conditions.
